Case study

Vlot Logistics
Digital data capture using Logistics.ONE is sustainable, fast and cost-effective.

More information: www.aventeon.com

Digital data capture using Logistics.ONE is sustainable, fast
and cost-effective.
"When people buy something in shops or on the Internet in the morning, they want it delivered to
their homes in the evening. That requires fast and precise action from us as a transport company.
In addition, our customer wants to have transparent insight into the entire logistics process. The
transparent and digital software Logistics.ONE is entirely in line with our wishes: to be able to move
within the challenging and fast-paced world of logistics and transport, both now and in the future"
Quite deliberately opted for Aventeon
"For our clients, it is essential that their customers are satisfied. Not only about the product,
but also about the delivery. The transport market is flooded with "apps" that support the
logistics path. We very deliberately chose Logistics.ONE from Aventeon, because we have set
the bar high for our quality standard in our internal and external business processes. We
work with motivated and skilled personnel. Drivers are trained to unpack, assemble and
install for our clients. In order to guarantee our quality level externally, we work together with
good and reliable specialised partners. Aventeon is one of them."
Being innovative together
"Aventeon's innovative drive is pleasant, because we also want to be innovative. We regularly
spar together about how we can keep up in the fast-paced world of transport. I find thinking
together a valuable aspect. Sustainable thinking is also in our company's genes. Logistics.ONE
has made our logistics administration almost paperless. The printers used to rattle around in
the department all day. We spent at least three hours a day arranging, archiving and sending
all freight documents to our customers. Any problems on the tour also had to be recorded in
writing. This whole process is now digital, which not only saves a lot of paper but also a lot of
time in the office. Logistics.ONE is therefore cost-effective, sustainable and brings speed to
the entire logistics process.

Information for everyone
The transparent way in which Logistics.ONE communicates with drivers on the road and the
logistics administrations of customers and clients also ensures that fewer errors are made.
"Not only in deliveries, but also in communications. Everything is clear to everyone who is
authorized to look into the relevant process. This also enables us to manage our daily
processes better".

More information?
> www.aventeon.com

Vlot Logistics
In 2021, Vlot Logistics celebrating its 125th
anniversary. Vlot Logistics offers a wide range
of services in the field of storage, distribution
and transport. Over the years, specific
knowledge and expertise has been built up in
areas such as (B2C) distribution. For example,
Vlot Logistics assembles and transports
kitchens and other large, vulnerable consumer
goods for various international companies.
Vlot Logistics has all the resources, knowledge
and expertise required to provide its clients
with high-quality services.
Innovation and sustainability are of
paramount importance at Vlot Logistics. For
example, the roofs of various business
locations are fully equipped with solar panels.
Trends in logistics and transport are closely
followed. Since 2016, Vlot Logistics has been
one of the pioneers in the field of electric
goods transport, driving various 100% electric
trucks. The latest acquisition is a 100% electric
crane truck for construction transport. Vlot
Logistics is also one of the participants in a
national hydrogen truck trial.

More information: www.vlotlogistics.nl

